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Continuing our papers (Optimizarion 18, 1987, 485499; and Molh. Oper. Slat. 
Ser. Oprim. 11, 1980, 221-234) we give some further duality theorems for the primal 
problem a=infh({r~FIrd(.r)~Q}), where F is an arbitrary set, h: F+ i? = 
[ - s. + zz ] a function, R a subset of a locally convex space A’ such that 
,V.,Q is convex, and II: F+ X a mapping, and the dual problem p = inl’A( IV), 
where U’cP.{O} and ~(n)=infh((~EFI~~'u(?')~sup,~,(X‘;R)1I) or %(M.)= 
inf h( { .r E FI ~a(,‘) = sup n( X..Q) ) ) (IV E E’). We also give an extension to the case 
when A’ is an arbitrary set and R’E Rx’,. (0 ). ‘1’ 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Given a set F, a subset G of F, and a function h : F -+ l? = [ - x, + ,x’], 
let us consider the following (global, scalar) primal infimization problem: 
(P) = (PG., 1 r~=~(~~=infh(G). (0.1) 
We adopt the usual conventions inf 0 = + ‘x8, sup 0 = - xl (where 0 
denotes the empty set ). 
Following [ 10, Definition 1.11, by a dual problem to (P) we shall mean 
any infimization problem of the form 
(Q) = (Q”,“) fl= /3G.h = inf A( W), (0.2 1 
where W= WG.h is a set and J. = ,I(-;,’ : W-t R is a function. As in [lo], we 
shall consider dual problems (0.2) with 1 of the form 
A(,c) = Iz,h(~~,) =inf h(d.,..) 
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where A +,, c F (w’ E IV) is a given family of (“surrogate constraint”) sets; 
thus, by (0.2) and (0.3) we have 
/I= inf infh(d.,,,.). (0.4) IV E a’ 
We say that weak duality holds (for the primal-dual pair {(P), (Qj} 
above) if c( = /I. We say that srrong duality holds, if CI = p and the inf,.. bV in 
(0.4) is attained for some iv0 E W, in this case we shall write CI = b(min). 
Also, we shall denote by min an inf which is attained. 
In [lo] we have shown that (0.2)-(0.4) constitute a useful duality 
framework for various primal problems (0.1) with “reverse convex” 
constraint sets G, among which the following one, which we shall consider 
again in the present paper: Let F be an arbitrary set (usually, in the 
literature, F is assumed to be a convex subset of a linear space L), X a 
(real) locally convex space, U: F + X a mapping, h: F + i? a function, and 
G c F a reverse convex constraint set, i.e., of the form 
G=c’(R)= {pFlu(y)~Q), (0.5 
where C2 is a subset of X, such that X\R is conwx; thus, problem (0.1 
becomes 
) 
The interest in optimization problems with reverse convex constraint sets 
is due to the fact that they are frequently encountered in engineering 
design, mathematical economics, physics, mathematics, etc. (see, e.g., [S] 
and the references therein). 
In the paper [to] we have first given some weak duality theorems for 
the general primal-dual pair {(P), (Q)) of (0.1 ), (0.4), i.e., some necessary 
and sufficient conditions, and some sufficient conditions, in order to have 
weak duality CI =/I. Then, applying these results, we have deduced in [lo] 
weak duality theorems for the primal-dual pair ((PU-l,nj,h), (Q”“‘,“)} of 
(0.6), (0.4), with G of (OS), WsX*\{O) (where X* is the set of all 
continuous linear functions on the locally convex space X and 0 is the 
identically zero function on X) and with various families of subsets 
{Ao.wjwe w of the set F, among which are the following ones (with the 
notations of [lo]), which are particularly suitable when G is reverse 
convex: 
A “,. I, = {?,EFI,~‘(uO’))~~U~~‘(X\SZ)), ()I’ E WY), (0.7) 
A:.,.= (?,~F(,(,(u(l’))=sup’t’(X\SZ)) (bl’ E W); (0.8) 
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for some previous duality theorems for optimization problems with reverse 
convex constraint sets, involving the surrogate constraint sets 4:,* of (0.8), 
see also [7, 8,4]. In the particular case when X is a locally convex space, 
u : F + X is a continuous linear mapping, and WG X*\ { 0}, each d6,,.. is a 
closed half-space in F and each A”, ,~ is a (closed) hyperplane in F, 
therefore, in the general case (when F’ is an arbitrary set and U: F---t X is 
a mapping), we shall say that AL,,, is of closed half-space type, and AZ.,, is 
of h~~perpfane type. 
The aim of the present paper is to give some further duality theorems for 
the primal problem (0.6), with a reverse convex constraint set (OS), and 
the dual problems (0.4), using surrogate constraint sets AC,,,. of closed half- 
space type and of hyperplane type. 
In Section 1 we shall recall the main tools which will be used in the 
sequel. As a complement o the results of [lo], where only weak duality 
has been considered, we shall also give here a sufficient condition for strong 
duality. 
In Section 2 we shall give some duality theorems for surrogate constraint 
sets of closed half-space type. 
In Section 3 we shall give a duality theorem for surrogate constraint sets 
of hyperplane type. 
Finally, in Section 4, removing the assumption that X is a locally convex 
space and WG X*‘\,, CO}, we shall give a generalization of a duality theorem 
of Section 2 to the case when X is an arbitrary set and WG RX\>(O), where 
RX denotes the family of all functions f: X-+ R = ( - x,, + o ). To this end, 
we introduce the concept of a W-regular subset M of a set X (generalizing, 
among other concepts, that of a non-empty open convex subset M of a 
locally convex space X), which is parallel to the notion of a “W-convex” 
subset of a set X, in the sense of Ky Fan [3] (generalizing that of a closed 
convex subset of a locally convex space X). It is well known that 
W-convexity has useful applications to duality in optimization theory (see, 
e.g., [2, 10, 111); similarly, W-regularity may also have interest for other 
applications, besides the one given in the present paper. 
Let us recall now some notation and terminology, which will be used in 
the sequel. 
For any set F and any function h: F -+ R, we shall consider the level sets 
A,.(h)= (y~FIh(y)<c} (CE RI, (0.9) 
S,(h)= {yEFIh(y)<c} (cc R). (0.10) 
We make the convention that if A,.(h) = 0 or S,.(h) = (21 for some CE R, 
then the conditions involving these A,.(h), S,.(h) will be considered satisfied 
(vacuously). 
For a subset G of a topological space F, we shall denote by G and Int G 
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the closure and the interior of G, respectively. We recall that if F is a 
topological space, a function h: F --f R is upper semi-continuous if and only 
if all level sets A,(h) (c E R) are open. A function 11: F --, I? on a linear space 
F is quasi-convex if and only if all level sets A,.(h) (c E R) are convex, or, 
equivalently, all S,(h) (c E R) are convex. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us recall, in this section, the main tools which we shall use in the 
sequel. 
We have the following sufficient conditions for weak duality, for the 
general primal-dual pair (0. 1 ), (0.4 ). 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 10, Corollary 2.41. (a) Let F and W be two sets, G s F, 
h: F+R, and A..,,.&F (ICE W). If 
then 
G= u AG.,~. (1.1) 
ICC w 
infh(G)= inf infh(A,,,.). 
II’ E a 
(1.2) 
(b) Let F be a topological space, W a set, G s F, h : F + R an upper 
semi-continuous function, and A,, ,~ G F ($21 E W). If 
then n’e have ( 1.2). 
Remark 1.1. (a) Note that (1.1) and (1.3) are conditions only on G 
and U,., w AC,.., but not on h. If G = 0 and (1.1) or (1.3) holds, then (1.2) 
reduces to + cc = + ‘cc. 
(b) We have the inclusion 
Gc u AC.,, 
IV E CI’ 
(1.4) 
if and only if for each g E G there exists H’E W such that 
ge A,..; 
this will often amount to a separation or a support condition. 
(1.5) 
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THEOREM 1.2 [ 10, Corollary 2.3). Let F be a topological space, W a set, 
G s F, h : F + R an upper semi-continuous function, and AG,,, s F( II* E W). [f 
//..,s c ~7. (1.6) 
and lf for each c E R. c > CI = inf h( G), there exists II’,. E W such that 
AC.,,., n 4th) Z 0, (1.7) 
then I+Y have ( 1.2 ). 
Remark 1.2. (a) If there exists no CE R such that c > a, i.e., if 
u = + ‘x, then the second condition of Theorem 1.2 is vacuously satisfied. 
In this case (1.2) holds, too, since (1.6) and the upper semi-continuity of 
/z ensure the inequality d in (1.2) (by [ 10, Corollary 2.lb] ). 
(b) Theorem 1.2 remains valid if F is an arbitrary set, h: F + R is an 
arbitrary function, and (1.6) is replaced by 
also, it remains valid if we replace, in (1.7) A,(h) by S,.(h) (by [lo, 
Corollary 2.3 ] ). 
In addition to the results of [lo], where only weak duality has been 
considered, we shall give now a sufficient condition for strong duality in 
terms of the limiting case c = CI. To this end, let us first prove 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let F and W be two sets, GE F, h: F-t R, and 
do,,, E F ( \V E W). The follo,l?ng statements are equivalent, .for an?‘, CI E R : 
(1”) We have 
A.,..nA.(h)=(ZI (11’ E W). (1.9) 
(2”) We have 
GI<~= inf infh(A.,..). 
1r E Cf’ 
(1.10) 
Proof By [ 10, Lemma 2.11, for any given w E W and c( E R, we have 
tl< inf h(A,+.) if and only if AG.,, nA.(h)=a. Hence, since OI=/? if and 
only if a $ inf h(A+.) f or all II: E W, the equivalence (1”) o (2” ) follows. 
Considering also the level set S,(h), we arrive at the following sufficient 
condition for strong duality. 
409 171 ,.,5 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let F and W be tlvo sets, Gc F, h: F-, i?, and A....c_ F 
( HJ E W), sarisfiling ( 1.9), tvith u = inf h( G). If there exists IT,, E W such that 
A..,,.,nS,(h)f@, (1.11) 
then 
infh(G)= min infh(A,,,.)=infh(A.,,,.,). 
ICE w 
(1.12) 
Proof If y. E Ac.n.O n S,(h), then, by (1.9) and Proposition 1.1, we 
obtain 
x<j= inf infh(A,.)~infh(A,,,,,)Qh(p,)~a, I\ E 8’ 
(1.13) 
whence (1.12) (with the min being attained for W:~E W). 
Remark 1.3. (a) By (1.9) for any yoEA.,,,.,nS,(h) we have 
h(y,) = CC, i.e., 
A..,~.,nS,(h)ES,(h)\A,(h). (1.14) 
Moreover, since rw=inf h(G), formula (1.13) shows that if we have (1.9), 
then every y0 E AC, “‘. n S,(h) is an optimal solution both of the primal 
problem (P) of (0.1) and of the “surrogate primal problem” 
(P,,.,) Q,,,~~.~ = infWG.,.,). (1.15) 
(b) By Proposition 1.1, condition (1.9) in Theorem 1.3 can be 
replaced by any other condition ensuring that c( </I, e.g., condition (1.8) 
or, when F is a topological space and h is upper semi-continuous, condition 
(1.6). 
(c) The condition of Theorem 1.3 is not necessary in order to 
have (1.12), as shown by the following example: Let F be a normed 
linear space. W=F*\,(Oj, G={y~F(l(~‘l(bl), h(Jl)=((y(( (JEF) and 
A.,,,.={I’EFIM’()‘)>IIIz’II) (WE W). Then M=inf,... Il~vIl=l, A,(h)= 
{YE FI II 1’11 <I}, S,(h) = {YEFI II .YII < I}, inf,..,,,, II r’ll = 1 O~E W, so 
we have (1.9) and (1.12), but not ( 1.11) (since W( JV) < I( w 11 1 y II 6 )I w /I for 
all w E IV, J E S,(h)). Note also that here G is reverse convex. 
Let us also recall now the tools from the theory of locally convex spaces, 
which we shall use in the sequel. Namely, they will be the usual separation 
theorem (according to which, if M is a convex set in a locally convex space 
X, with Int A4 # a, then for each x 4 Int M there exists IV E X*, u’ # 0, such 
that sup W(M) < W(X)), the strict separation theorem (if M is a closed 
convex set in a locally convex space X, then for each x$ M there exists 
WE X* such that sup iv(M) < w(.u)), and the following result: 
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LEMMA 1.1 (see, e.g., [9, Lemma 2.11). Ler X be a local/J’ convex space 
and A4 an open subset of X. Then 
w(s) < sup )I’( M) (5 E M, \1’ E x* ‘i, { 0 } ). (1.16) 
2. SURROGATE CONSTRAINT SETS OF CLOSED HALF-SPACE TYPE 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F be a topological space, X a locall)* convex space, 
u: F -+ X a mapping, h : F + R an upper semi-continuous function, and R a 
subset qf X, satisf~~ing 
u-‘(sZ)Gu-‘(n) (2.1) 
and such that x\Q is concex and either closed or with Int(X\Q) # a, Then 
inf A( ~9) = inf inf h(.r). (2.2) 
IEF 0 f II) t x* I.EF 
U,~,ER supu(.Y R)< f% wllrl~ll>wpL~Ix RI 
Proof. Let 
G=u-l(Q)= (y~FIu(y)~l2}, (2.3) 
~={~~EX*~,1’#0,supu~(X\R)<+x.‘), (2.4) 
A,+.= (J~EFIw(u(J,))>su~ njX\,,R)} (II’ E W). ( 2.5 ) 
If ?’ E u ,I’ E M’ dG.,<, i.e., if there exists L~‘E X*, W# 0, such that n(u(p)) 3 
sup M(X\Q), then, by Lemma 1.1, u(v)+! Int(X\,Q), so u(y) ED, whence, 
by (2.1), ~EU-‘(Q)&U~‘(Q). Thus, we have (1.6). 
On the other hand, if YE G, then u(y)+ x\Q, whence by our assump- 
tions on X\Q and the strict, respectively, the usual separation theorem, 
there exists IV E X*, IV # 0, such that 
sup W(x\:Q) < u.(U(J’)), (2.6) 
so w E W, .r E A,,,, Thus, we have ( 1.4). Hence, by Theorem 1.1(b), we 
obtain (2.2 ). 
Remark 2.1. (a) Under the additional assumption that X is a normed 
linear space and X\,Q is also bounded, Theorem 2.1 has been proved in 
[ 10, Corollary 4.21. 
(b) If F is a topological linear space, u: F+ X is a continuous linear 
mapping, and x\Q is convex and closed, then the assumption (2.1) can be 
omitted. Indeed, in this case, by [ 10, Theorem 4.11, we have 
inf /I( J*) = inf inf h()q), (2.7) 
I’E F 0 f IV E x* L’ E F 
I<(J,IER s”pw.Y R)< +x W.,I,,,))>S”pw,x RI 
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and, by our assumptions, wu E F* for all II’ E X*, whence, for 0 # ii’ E X*, 
sup W(X\R) < + ,3c, 
{~‘~FI,z’(u(~))3sup~~(X\,R)}= ~?~EFIH’(u(?‘))>su~,~,(X’,,SZ)J. (2.8) 
Then, from (2.7). (2.8), and the upper semi-continuity of h, we obtain (2.2). 
In the case when X\,Q is convex and open, the topological assumptions 
of Theorem 2.1 on F, h, and u ~ ’ can be omitted. Indeed, we have 
THEOREM 2.2 Let F be a set, X a locall>% convex space, u: F + X a 
mapping, h : F + i? a function, and Q a subset of X, such that X\.,R is corwe.y 
and open. Then ,rse have (2.2). 
Proof: The proof is similar to the above proof of Theorem 2.1, with the 
only difference that if J’E U,,.E uJ Ai;,,,., so u(y) 4 Int(X\,Q) = X\R, then 
u(J)EQ, so JE z.-‘(Q) = G, which proves (1.8). Hence, by Theorem 1.1(a), 
we obtain (2.2). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let F be a set, X a locall~~ convex space, u: F + X a 
mapping, h: F + i? a function, and C a convex subset of X, with Int C # 0. 
Then 
inf h(y)= inf inf h(y). (2.9) 
?.EF 0 # II E .x* YEF 
UC! ) c Int C‘ supH.(ClC+X n,Ut~l,2EUpII.(C‘) 
Prooj Let 
Q=X\Int C. (2.10) 
Then, by our assumptions, 52 is a subset of X, such that x\Q = Int C 
is convex and open. Hence, by Theorem 2.2 and since sup n(X\,,Q) = 
sup \r(Int C) = sup W(C) ( w E X* ), we obtain (2.9). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the assumptions qf‘ Corollary 2.1, [f 0 E Int C, 
then 
(2.11) 
ulhere Co c X* is the polar set of C, defined b> 
Proof: Since 0 E Int C, we have, by Lemma 1. I, 
sup W(C) > M’(0) = 0 ( 11’ E x*, II‘ # 0 ), (2.13) 
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and hence, for any WE X*, w # 0, with sup iv(C) < + ‘x, 
(!‘EFI~~.(u(?,))~sup,~‘(C))= j1’EFlc~‘(u(?l))31). 
where 
(2.14) 
1 
)I” = sup u’(c) “‘i (2.15) 
note also that, for any WE x*, II’ ~0, with sup W(C) < + z, we have 
II” E C”. Hence, 
inf inf /I( ~7) = inf 
II t co 
insf h( ~9). (2.16) 
O#WE.Y’ .,’ t F YEF 
s”pIl~lCb< + z- ,%,u,~,)3rupw,C, llflll.))) > I 
Indeed, since for each II’ E Co and J’ E F with W( u( 1%)) 3 1 we have ii* # 0 and 
N(u(.v)) > sup W(C), the inequality d in (2.16) is obvious. If this inequality 
were strict then there would exist iv0 E X*, ii’o # 0, sup M*~( C) < + K#, such 
that 
inf A( ~3) < inf 
II t co 
inf A( ~9); 
.,’ E F VEF 
agll,l~)~>s”p w,,lCl WIUI 1.))2 I 
but, for n$=(l/sup We) N~,EC~ we would have, by (2.14), 
(2.17) 
inf inf /z( Jv) < inf h(y)= inf 
II’ t C’f’ 
Ny), 
rtt 
II (4 .,’ b , 3 I 
.\‘E F JEF 
xi), Id r b, 2 I I~,,,ul~)l5\upnolC.) 
in contradiction with (2.17). This proves (2.16). which, together with (2.9) 
yields (2.11). 
Remark 2.2. In the particular case when F is a closed convex subset of 
R”, X = R”, u = I,, the natural embedding of F into R”, and C= 
jxuR” Y(x)<Oj, where Y: R” -+ R is a continuous convex function with 
Y(0) < 0 (hence ~~~EFIU(~~)4IntC).={~~EFI~(~~)~O~), Corollary2.2 
yields a result of Thach [ 12, Theorem 2i]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F he a set, X a locally* comex space, u: F+ X a 
mapping, 11: F + I? a function, and C a comes subset qf X, with 
I(( F) n Int C # 0. Tlzerz, for any y. E F with u( )vo) E Int C, n*e hare 
inf A( JV) = inf inf 
II t , c‘ u, !‘(,,I0 
h(.r). (2.18) 
.r E F .I’ E F 
u,.tr,*lnt c 10 14 ? b I 2 I + \L I Id >‘I,, , 
Proof: Let 
G=tc-‘(X\,,Int C)= {yeF(u(.r)$Int C), (2.19) 
w=(c-u(,vo))o= {lt~EX*Iu’(x)~ 1 +W(Uo.0)) (XEC)), (2.20) 
AC;,,,.= (r.~FIw(u(y))~l +w(u(yo))). (II’ E W). (2.21) 
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IfIqEU,,.,,~G.,,9 i.e., if there exists w E X* with sup w(C) < 1 + tt-(u(y,j), 
such that i~jz~( ~9)) 2 1 + N(U( J(,)), then, by Lemma 1.1, u( .r) E X’:Int C, so 
)’ E G. Thus, we have ( 1.8). 
On the other hand, if J’EG, then there exists, by the usual separation 
theorem, II’ E A’*, w # 0, such that sup W( C - u( yO)) 6 W(U( JV) - u( yO)). 
Then, since 0 E Int (C - u( ~1~)) we have sup \I.( C - u( .tvO)) > 0, and hence for 
it.’ E X* defined by 
1 
‘t” = sup W( C - U( ,r{,)) ‘t’ 
(2.22) 
we have W’(X - u(yO)) < 1 (x E C). so 1~’ E (C - u(.ro))’ = IV, and 
~~‘(u(y)-u(.v~))> 1, whence J!E~~,,~.. Thus, there holds (1.4). Hence, by 
Theorem 1.1(a), we obtain (2.18). 
Remark 2.3. (a) Theorem 2.3 implies the particular case of 
Corollary 2.2, in which 0 E U(F) n Int C (by applying Theorem 2.3 to any 
y,EFwith u(~s~)=O). 
(b) The particular case of Theorem 2.3, in which F is a linear space 
and U: F + X is a linear mapping, can be also deduced from Corollary 2.2, 
as follows. Define h’ : F + i? and C’ c X by 
h’(y)=h(y+y,) (YEF), (2.23) 
C’ = c - u( Jo). (2.24) 
Then, C’ is a convex subset of A’. with OE Int C’. Hence, by 
Corollary 2.2, 
(2.25) 
But, by (2.23), (2.24) and the linearity of U, we have 
inf h’( y ) = inf h(,r-Cyo)= inf h( y’ ), (2.26) 
J.5 F- J'E F r’t F 
I,(J)$lnt C“ U().+>g)$lnt c. u(>-l~IntC 
= inf h(?,‘) ( 11’ E ( C’ )O j, (2.27) 
L’EF 
which, together with (2.25), yield (2.18). 
(c) In the particular case when F is a non-empty compact subset of 
R”, X= R”, 14 is continuous, h is lower semi-continuous, C is a closed 
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convex subset of R’, with Int C # a, and y0 E F, h( yO) = inf h(F), u(J,,) E 
Int C, Theorem 2.3 yields a result of Thach, Burkard, and Oettli [ 13, 
Theorem 2.1 (ii)]. 
Finally, let us also give a sufficient condition for strong duality. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F be a set, X a locall~~ convex space, u: F+ X a 
mapping, h : F + R a .function, and R a subset of X, such that X\Q is convex 
and open. If problem (0.6) has an optimal solution, i.e., if there esists y0 E F 
\cith u( ~9”) E Q, such that h( yO) = GI ( = inf /I( u ~ ’ (Q))), then 
inf ho.)= min inf h(y). (2.28) 
I.EF O#wt.Y* J’E F 
I,, J, E R supW.Y‘RI< f% wIu(I.)I>s”pII(x RI 
Prooj: By the proof of Theorem 2.2, we have (1.8). Also, since 
u(,v~) cQ, we have u(yO) $ X\,Q and hence, by the usual separation 
theorem, there exists w E X*, II’ # 0, satisfying (2.6), i.e., such that y. E A..,, 
of (2.5). Hence, since J’~ES,(~), from Theorem 1.3 and Remark 1.3(b) we 
obtain (2.28). 
3. SURROGATE CONSTRAINT SETS OF HYPERPLANE TYPE 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a topological linear space, X a locally comes 
space, u: F + X a mapping, which is either continuous or linear, h: F -+ R an 
upper semi-continuous quasi-convex function, and R a subset of X, satisjjing 
(2.1) and 
inf h(y)6 ,‘zf, h(y), (3.1) 
.L t F 
IdI! ,+n UJ,EQ 
and such that X/Q is convex and either closed or tcith Int (x?\,Q) # 0. Then 
inf h(y)= inf inf h(y). (3.2) 
JEF 0 + IV E .x* .r E F 
UlJ)ER SlqlW(.Y R)< t-x II,l,,~,,=SUpII(X R) 
Proof Define G c F and WC X* by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively, and 
let 
AG,,c= {J-E FI~(u(.~))=sup ~(X\,s;!)j (WE W). (3.3) 
If?‘EU,,..w A.,,,., i.e., if there exists WE X*, u*#O, such that M.(u(~))= 
sup w(X\R), then, by (3.3), (2.1), and the above proof of Theorem 2.1, we 
have 
Ao.,,,c (J’E F( w(u(~‘)) > sup w(X\R)) s c, (3.4) 
so (1.6) holds. 
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On the other hand, let c E R, c > c( = inf h(G). Then, by (2.3) and (3.1), 
there exist y E F with u( J?) E R and JV’ E F with 14( JV’) C$ R, such that 
h(y) < c, h(f) < c. (3.5) 
But, by u( .v) $ x\Q, our assumptions on X:,Q and the strict, respectively, 
the usual separation theorem, there exists WE X*, 11’ # 0, satisfying (2.6). 
Define cp: [0, l] + R by 
cp(~)=~~,(u(/ll’+(l-~)?,‘)) (0 Q i. < 1). (3.6) 
If u is continuous, then so is cp; on the other hand, if u is linear, then 
cp(~)=~(~1’(U(?‘))--)1’(U(~“)))+~t’(Il(?”)) (06A6 11, (3.7) 
and hence, again, q is continuous. Furthermore, by U(J’ ) E x\Q and (2.6) 
we have ~(0) = w(u(~‘)) d sup ~(x\sZ), cp( 1) = w(u(~)) 2 sup w(x\Q). 
Therefore, there exists &E [0, l] such that 
cp(&) = W(U(1,J + (1 - I,) ,v’)) = sup W(x\;Q), (3.8) 
whence & J + ( 1 - &) y E dG,,V. Also, since h is quasi-convex and J’, ~9’ E
A,(h)(by(3.5)), wehave&J,+(l-&)>,‘EA,(h). Hence, byTheorem 1.2, 
we obtain (3.2). 
Remark 3.1. (a) If F is a linear space, u : F + X is linear, and X\Q is 
convex and open, then the topological assumptions of Theorem 3.1 on F, 
h, and u ’ (condition (2.1)) can be omitted. Indeed, then, by (3.3) and the 
above proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we have (1.8), so we can apply 
Theorem 1.1 (a ). 
(b) Under the additional assumption that X is a normed linear space 
and X\Q is also bounded, the assumptions of quasi-convexity of h and 
(3.1) of Theorem 3.1 can be omitted (see [ 10, Theorem 4.21). 
(c) In the particular case when X= F and u= I,, the identity 
operator on F (and hence, by (2.3), G = Q), and h is finite, continuous, and 
convex, Theorem 3.1 has been proved in [7, Theorem 2.11. In turn, this 
contains as a particular case, a duality result of [4] (see also [8]) on best 
approximation by complements of convex subsets of normed linear spaces. 
4. A GENERALIZATION OF THEOREM 2.2 
In this Section, instead of a locally convex space X and WE X*i, (0 1, we 
shall consider an arbitrary set X and WE Rx‘,, {O). 
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We recall that, following Ky Fan [3], a subset M of a set X is said to 
be W-conves, where WG RX, if for each s$ A4 there exists )I‘E W, I\‘# 0, 
such that 
sup H,(M) < t(‘(s). (4.1) 
In particular, if X is a locally convex space and W = X* or W= X*‘:,, [O ), 
then from the strict separation theorem it follows that a set Mc X is 
W-convex if and only if it is closed and convex. The usefulness of this 
concept for duality in reverse convex optimization has been shown in [ 10, 
Theorems 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1 and Corollaries 3.1, 4.1, and 5.11. 
Now we shall introduce another general concept for subsets of an 
arbitrary set X, with respect to a set WG Rx, and we shall use it to give 
a generalization of Theorem 2.2 above. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be a set and Q? # WC R”. We shall say that a 
subset M of X is W-regular, if 
M= I-uEX(~~‘(s)<sup,t,(M)(,~E W)). (4.2 1 
Remark 4.1. (a) The inclusion E in (4.2) means that 
w(x) <sup \V(M) (x E M, II’ E W); (4.3) 
on the other hand, the inclusion 2 in (4.2) holds if and only if for each 
s $ A4 there exists 11’ E W such that 
sup wj M) < u’( .u). (4.4) 
Clearly, every W-convex set satisfies the latter condition, but the converse 
is not true. Let us also mention the following related notion: a subset A4 
of a topological space X is called [ 1] W-separated, where W c Rx, if for 
each s $ Int A4 there exists II’ E W satisfying (4.4). 
(b) If there exists a W-regular subset M of X, then, by (4.3), W’ 
contains no constant function (hence, in particular, 0 $ W). 
(c) If M G X is W-regular, then M # @ (by (4.3), sup @ = - oc and 
0 # WC Rx). 
(d) In particular, if X is a locally convex space and W= X*‘,, {Oj,, 
then, from (a) above, Lemma 1.1, and the usual separation theorem it 
follows that ever)’ non-empty open come.\- subset M of X is W-regular. In 
the converse direction, every W-regular subset sf X is comes, since (4.2) 
can be written in the form 
M= n {.~~XIw,(.u)<sup,~,(M)), (4.5) 
II c M’ 
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where each {x~XI~(.~)<sttp ~jM)}=n~~‘((-a, sups)) is convex. 
However, a W-regular set need not be open. Indeed, there exists (see [6]) 
a bounded closed convex (and hence I+‘= X*\, {O)-convex) subset M of a 
dense linear subspace X of a Hilbert space, with no support points, and 
hence satisfying (4.3) with W= X*!,,, (O), so M is W-regular. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F and X be two sets, u : F -+ X a mapping, h : F + R a 
function, % # WE R.‘\ f 1 ,O,, and 52 a subset of X, such that X\Q is 
W-regular. Then 
W’= {WE Wlsup W(X\\Q)< +cC), 
and define G and A,,,,. by (2.3) and (2.5) respectively, for each w E W’. If 
J’E u,CE uJ’ A..,,., i.e., if there exists M’E w’ such that w(u(y)) 3 sup w(X\Q), 
then, by (4.3) for M= X\Q, we have U(Y) +! X/Q, so u(y) E 8, whence 
~9 EG. Thus, ( 1.8) holds (with W replaced by W’). 
On the other hand, if y E G, then U(J) 4 XJ2, whence, by Remark 4.1 (a) 
for M= X\Q, there exists w E W’ satisfying (2.6). Hence, as in the above 
proof of Theorem 2.1. we obtain (4.6). 
Remark 4.2. (a) By Remark 4.1(d), Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of 
Theorem 2.2. 
(b) The results of the present paper can be extended, with the 
methods of [ 10, Sect. 31, to the more general case in which problem (P) of 
(0.1) is “embedded” into a family of “perturbed” intimization problems 
(P’) = (Gh) cI -r = cI .v G,h = inf h( T(s)) t-u E w, (4.8) 
where X is a parameter set and f = f,: X-t 2’ is a “perturbation multi- 
function,” such that for some x,, = .Y,” E X there holds G = f(s,). Then we 
can write problem (0,l) in the form 
(PI = (pr,.Y”,.h) @ = ~,,,,,, = infh(Ux-,)), (4.9) 
from which problem (0.6) is obtained by taking X to be a locally convex 
space, x,=0, and 
f(s)=u- ‘(Q+x) (XEX). (4.10) 
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